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When you learned single-variable calculus, you (probably) first learned differential calcu-
lus, and then moved on to integration. Most courses in single-variable integral calculus (such
as 31B at UCLA) focus on the fundamental theorem of calculus, which relates integration to
differentiation, and then on a number of different integration techniques. This class follows
a similar structure, but working with more than one variable will lead to some topics we
don’t see in the single-variable setting. We will see a few different types of integrals, as well
as multiple incarnations of the fundamental theorem of calculus. Below you’ll find a brief
outline of the topics we plan to cover this quarter.

• Multiple Integration. Just as functions of a single variable are integrated over the
real line, functions of two variables will be integrated over the plane, and similarly
for functions of more variables. Once we have a result called Fubini’s theorem, this
will mostly reduce to the integration techniques you already know. The hardest part
is probably choosing the right limits of integration, and to help with this we’ll also
discuss some non-standard coordinate systems.

• Change of Variables. In single-variable calculus, u-substitution turned our function
of x into a simpler function of u, and we also had to exchange dx for some expression
involving du. Now we turn a function of x and y into a function of u and v, and factor
in the Jacobian of our transformation, which turns the dx and dy expressions into du
and dv.

• Vector Fields. In 32A you saw the gradient of a function, which assigns a vector
to each point of the domain of a function, and perhaps you also encountered gradient
flow, the paths that arise from following this vector field. We’ll discuss vector fields
and their flows in general, and we’ll also investigate the properties that make gradient
vector fields special.

• Line Integrals. Do you remember using calculus to compute the work necessary to
push an object along a straight line? What if we want to push our object along a
curve? We’ll discuss how to compute integrals that look like single-variable integrals,
but which occur along curves (or lines) in 2 and 3 dimensions. We call these line
integrals.

• Surface Integrals. Just as line integrals generalize single-variable integration to
curves, surface integrals generalize double integration to (possibly curved) surfaces.
Imagine some function defined on a sphere (such as elevation from sea level at any
point on Earth). If we want to integrate this function over some region, the integral is
similar to the double integrals we’ll see at the beginning of the quarter, but we must
account for the fact that our surface isn’t flat.
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• The Integral Theorems. We’ll finish the quarter with the coolest material in the
31/32 sequence. We will discuss three theorems that interpret the fundamental theorem
of calculus for the new integrals we’ve introduced. First, Green’s theorem will give us
an FToC for double integration, and then Stokes’ theorem will pull this result up to
the world of surface integrals. Finally, the Divergence theorem will give an FToC for
triple integrals. Throughout, we’ll observe how all three theorems take the same form,
and admit some nice applications.
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